Abstract. Scene categorization is an important mechanism for providing high-level context which can guide methods for a more detailed analysis of scenes. State-of-the-art techniques like Torralba's Gist features show a good performance on categorizing outdoor scenes but have problems in categorizing indoor scenes. In contrast to object based approaches, we propose a 3D feature vector capturing general properties of the spatial layout of indoor scenes like shape and size of extracted planar patches and their orientation to each other. This idea is supported by psychological experiments which give evidence for the special role of 3D geometry in categorizing indoor scenes. In order to study the influence of the 3D geometry we introduce in this paper a novel 3D indoor database and a method for defining 3D features on planar surfaces extracted in 3D data. Additionally, we propose a voting technique to fuse 3D features and 2D Gist features and show in our experiments a significant contribution of the 3D features to the indoor scene categorization task.
Introduction
An important ability for an agent (both human and robot) is to build an instantaneous concept of the surrounding environment. Such holistic concepts activate top-down knowledge that guides the visual analysis in further scene interpretation tasks. For this purpose, Oliva et al. [1] introduced the so-called Gist features that represent the spatial envelope of a scene given as a 2D image. Based on this general idea a variety of scene recognition approaches have been proposed that work well for outdoor scenes -like "buildings", "street", "mountains", etc. -but frequently break down for indoor scenes, e.g. "kitchen", "living room", etc. Recently, there are some approaches, e.g., [2] , that try to combine global Gist information with local object information to achieve a better performance on different indoor categories. Although, they achieve significant improvement, the training of such methods relies on a previous hand labeling of relevant regions of interest. Psychological evidence even suggests that objects do not contribute to the low-level visual process responsible for determining the room category. In early experiments, Brewer and Treyen provided hints that with the perception of room schemata objects (e.g., books) were memorized to be in the experimental room (e.g., office) though they were not really present. Henderson et al. [3, 4] even found through their fMRI studies brain areas that are sensitive to 3D geometric structures enabling a distinction of indoor scenes from other complex stimuli but do not show any activation on close-up views of scene-relevant objects, e.g., a kitchen oven. This emphasizes the contribution of the scene geometry to the ability of categorizing indoor scenes. Currently, most approaches to scene recognition are based on color and texture statistics of 2D images neglecting the 3D geometric structure of scenes. Therefore, our goal is to capture the 3D spatial structure of scene categories (see Fig. 1 for impression of used data) in a holistically defined feature vector. More precisely, as man-made environments mainly consist of planar surfaces we define appropriate statistics on these spatial structures capturing their shape and size and their orientations to each other. To analyze their performance on the indoor scene categorization problem a new dataset is introduced consisting of six different room categories and 28 individual rooms that have been recorded with a Time-of-Flight (ToF) sensor in order to provide 3D data. The classification results are contrasted to results achieved with 2D Gist features. Further, possible combination schemes are discussed. In the following, the paper discusses related work, describes the 3D indoor database and the computation of our 3D scene descriptor and combination schemes with 2D features. Finally, evaluation results are discussed.
Related Work
As navigation and localization was one of the first tasks exhaustively investigated in robotics research some interesting approaches to solve the problem of recognizing known rooms and categorizing unknown rooms can be found. Known rooms can be recognized by invariant features in 360
• laser scans [5] , by comparing current 2D features to saved views [6] , and by recognizing specific objects and their configurations [7] . Burgard's group has examined a huge bunch of different approaches to the more general place categorization problem ranging from the detection of concepts like "room", "hall", and "corridor" by simple geometric features defined on a 2D laser scan [8] to subconcepts like "kitchen" [9] using ontologies encoding the relationship between objects and the subconcepts [10] . Alternatively, occurrence statistics of objects in place categories [11, 12] and interdependencies among objects and locations [13] have been tried out.
Parallel to the described approaches, Torralba [14] has developed a low-level global image representation by wavelet image decomposition that provides relevant information for place categorization. These so-called Gist features perform well on a lot of outdoor categories like "building", "street", "forest", etc. but have problems to categorize indoor scenes reliably. Therefore, they have extended their approach by local discriminative information [2] . They learn prototypes from hand-labeled images, which define the mapping between images and scene labels. Similar to those prototypes, Li and Perona represent an image by a collection of local regions denoted as codewords which they obtain by unsupervised learning [15] . Similar approaches based on computing visual or semantic typicality vocabularies and measuring per image the frequency of these words or concepts are introduced by Posner [16] , Bosch [17] , and Vogel [18] . A local features based technique used in this paper for comparison is proposed by Lazebnik et. al [19] . They partition an image into increasingly fine sub-regions, the so-called spatial pyramid, and represent these regions through SIFT descriptors. In [6] the application of such local features for place categorization on a mobile robot in a real environment is tested with moderate success.
So far, to the best of our knowledge, 3D information only has been used for detecting objects [20] [21] [22] or classifying each 3D point into given classes which could be "vegetation", "facade", ... [23] , "chair", "table", ... [24] , or "plane", "sphere", "cylinder", ... [25] . The introduced features are of local nature since each 3D point is represented by a feature vector computed from the point's neighborhood. They are not applicable as we aim for classifying a set of points as a whole.
The 3D Indoor Database
In order to systematically study room categorization based on the 3D geometry of rooms a sufficiently robust method for extracting 3D data is necessary. Even though recent papers show an impressive performance in extracting the 3D room frame [26, 27] or depth-ordered planes from a single 2D image [28] they are at the moment not precise enough in computing all spatial structures given by, e.g., the furniture, on the desired level of detail. Therefore, existing 2D indoor databases cannot be utilized. Recording rooms in 3D could be done in principle by stereo camera systems, laser range finders, or Time-of-Flight (ToF) cameras. As room structures are often homogeneous in color and less textured stereo cameras will not provide enough data. In order to acquire instantaneously dense 3D point clouds from a number of rooms laser range finders are unhandy and not fast enough. Thus, we use ToF cameras to acquire appropriate data but our approach is not limited to this kind of data. The Swissranger SR3100 from Mesa Imaging 1 is a near-infrared sensor delivering in real-time a dense depth map of 176 × 144 pixels resolution [29] . The depth is estimated per pixel from measuring the time difference between the signal sent and received. Besides the 3D point cloud (→ Fig. 3(b) ), the camera delivers a 2D amplitude image (→ Fig. 3(a) ) which looks similar to a normal gray-scale image but encodes for each pixel the amount of reflected infrared light. The noise ratio of the sensor depends on the reflection properties of the materials contained in the scene. Points measured from surfaces reflecting infrared light in a diffuse manner have a deviation of 1 to 3 cm.
For acquiring many different arranged rooms per category, we recorded data in a regular IKEA home-center 2 . Its exhibition is ideal for our purpose because it is assembled by 3D boxes representing single rooms. Each box is furnished differently. We placed the 3D camera at an arbitrary position of the open side and scanned the room for 20 to 30 seconds while the camera is continuously moved by round about 40
• left/right and 10
• up/down. This simulates a robot moving its head for perceiving the entire scene. We acquired data for 3 bathrooms, 4 bedrooms, 6 eating places, 7 kitchens, 5 livingrooms, and 3 offices 3 . Fig. 2 shows photos of the scanned rooms taken at the position of the 3D camera.
Learning a Holistic Scene Representation
This section presents the computation of our novel 3D scene descriptor and the 2D Gist descriptor from a Swissranger frame F. Further, details are given on learning of room models from these feature types and the combination of classification results from both features and several consecutive frames to achieve a robust scene categorization on data of a so far unseen room.
Scene Features From 3D Data. As man-made environments mostly consist of flat surfaces a simplified representation of the scene is generated by extracting bounded planar surfaces from the 3D point cloud of a frame. Noisy data is smoothed by applying median filters to the depth map of each frame. Artifacts at jumping edges (which is a common problem in actively sensing sensors) are removed by declaring points as invalid if they lie on edges in the depth image. A normal vector n i is computed for each valid 3D point p i via Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of points in the neighborhood N 5×5 in the Swissranger image plane. The decomposition of the 3D point cloud into connected planar regions is done via region growing as proposed in [30] based on the conormality measurement defined in [31] . Iteratively, points are selected randomly as seed of a region and extended with points of its N 3×3 neighborhood if the points are valid and conormal. Two points p 1 and p 2 are conormal, when their normals n 1 and n 2 hold:
Here, we have chosen θ α = pi 18 . The resulting regions are refined by some runs of the RANSAC algorithm [32] . Fig. 3(b) displays for a frame F the resulting set of planes {P j |n j · p − d j = 0} j=1...m where n j is computed through PCA of points {p i } assigned to P j and d j by solving the plane equation for the centroid of these plane points.
In the following, the computation of a 3D feature vector x 3D based on the extracted planar patches in F is described. This vector encodes the 3D geometry of the perceived scene independent from colors and textures, the view point, and the camera orientation. For m planes {P j } j=1,...,m in frame F shape and size characteristics and for all plane pairs {(P k , P l )} k,l∈(1...m),k =l angle and size ratio characteristics are computed. For each plane characteristic, c s , c A , c ÷ , and c , the resulting values are binned into a separated histogram which is normalized to length 1 through dividing the histogram by the number of planes or plane pairs, respectively. Then, the resulting four vectors are concatenated to one feature vector encoding general spatial properties of the scene like the orientation of the patches to each other, their shapes, and their size characteristics:
Shape characteristic c s . Each planar patch P is spanned by the points assigned to this patch during plane extraction. PCA of these points provides three vectors a, b, n with a indicating the direction of the largest variance in the data and b the direction orthogonal to a with the second largest variance. n gives the normal vector of the planar patch. Fig. 3(b) shows a planar patch P transformed so that a and b are parallel to the coordinate axes. A minimum bounding box is computed with its orientation parallel to a and b including all plane points. The height of the box is assumed to be a and the width b. As can be seen in
Size ratio characteristic c ÷ . For a plane pair (P k , P l ) the size ratio denotes with a value near 0 that two planes significantly differ in their size whereas the planes cover nearly the same area if the value is near 1. The histogram H ÷ is designed equally to histogram H s (h = 5, ∆h = 0.2). Assuming
pairs of planes the feature vector is computed using Eq. 5. Angle characteristic c . Using Eq. 1, the acute angle between two planes (P k , P l ) can be computed using the planes' normals. Eq. 6 gives the corresponding his-
Scene Features From 2D Data. Due to the fact that the ToF camera delivers additionally to the 3D point cloud an amplitude image which can be treated like a normal grayscale image we are able to compute Torralba's Gist features 4 . As the feature vector x 3D captures information about the arrangement of planar patches in the scene, x
Gist encodes additional global scene information. These Gist features are texture features computed from a wavelet image decomposition [14] . Each image location is represented by the output of filters tuned to different orientations and scales. Here, we used 8 orientations and 4 scales applied to a 144 × 144 clipping of the 176 × 144 amplitude image bilinear resized to 256×256. The resulting representation is downsampled to 4×4 pixels. Thus, the dimensionality of x Gist t is 8 × 4 × 16 = 512. Fig. 3(c) shows the average of filter responses on the amplitude image. Since the depth values of the Swissranger are organized in a regular 2D grid this so-called depth image can also be used to compute in the same way a so-called Depth-Gist feature vector, x DGist . It is an alternative approach to compute features from 3D data.
Training Room Models and Combining Single Classifications. In the learning stage of our system, we decided to learn a discriminant model for each class which can be used to compute the distance of a feature vector to each class boundary. As we use Support Vector Machines (SVM) the class boundaries are defined by the learned support vectors. The learning of a class model is realized by a one-against-all learning technique where feature vectors which are in-class form the positive samples. The same amount of negative examples is sampled uniformly from all other classes. Formally written, for our set of six classes Ω ={bath., bed., eat., kit., liv., off.} we learn a set of discriminant functions G(x) which map the n-dimensional feature vector x on a |Ω|-dimensional distance vector d with d i denoting the distance to the class boundary of ω i [33] :
E d : d → e = e1, . . . , e6 = 0, ej = 1, 0 with dj = max{di}i=1,...,6. (8) The classification is then realized by our decision function E(.) which maps the distance vector d to a binary vector e where the j-th component is equal 1 if
. .} and all other components are set to 0. In our scenario a sequence of frames will be recorded from an unknown room while tilting and panning the camera. A classification result for a single frame might not be very reliable as the view field of the camera is limited so that only a small part of the room can be seen per frame. By considering the classification results of a set of consecutive frames {F t } t∈∆t , the decision is becoming more reliable. In the following, we are going to present two different fusion schemes, V 1×E and V 2×E . Voting Scheme V 2×E . It relies on the idea to perform a classification decision on the frame level, to sum decisions within the window ∆t weighted by their reliability, and to make a second decision on the resulting sum:
(10)
Eq. 11 determines the reliability of a decision by the difference between the value of the best and the value of the second best class. The bigger the difference the more reliable is the decision. For a plausible comparison of different classification results the distances to the class boundaries have to be normalized. For this purpose we have chosen the strictly monotic logistic function l(.) which maps the distances on values in ]0, 1[ resulting in the weighting function A(.) (→ Eq. 10). Voting Scheme V 1×E . Making a winner-takes-all class decision based on one frame might be vulnerable to noise. Therefore, an alternative approach is to skip the decision on the frame level. Instead, it passes the support for all classes to the final classification. The benefit of this scheme arises in cases where some frames give more or less equal support for two or more classes. Intuitively, making a hard decision towards one of these classes involves a high risk for misclassification. The idea is to lower this risk by keeping the support for all classes and counting on frames in ∆t with significant support for one class providing a reliable class decision. Formulating this mathematically, normalized distance vectors d t are collect over time resulting in an accumulated distance vectorḋ ∆t on which the decision function E(.) is applied:
Combining Different Feature Types. The voting and weighting technique based on different sums allows also for a straight forward combination of different feature types with differing dimensions. In our case, a set of discriminant functions . The combined decision is formulated as follows using the described voting schemes:
Rejection. Depending on the selected window size, the speed of the camera drive, and the current frame rate of the camera the actually acquired frames might only show uninformative scene views or may be disturbed by persons moving in front of the camera. The resulting classifications are unreliable and can be excluded by using the modified decision function E (.) (→ Eq. 15). Classifications are rejected (0) if distances to the class boundary of the best class and the second best class do not differ significantly. During evaluation θ rej = 0.05 is used leading to rejection of not more than 20% of the test frames. We apply E (.) only in the final classification stage to vector d ∆t .
, where ej 1 = 1 :
Evaluation of room type categorization
This section describes the evaluation of the performance in determining the room type for a set of frames of an unknown room, using our proposed combination of spatial 3D and Gist features (x 3D , x Gist ), Eq. 13 and Eq. 14. Its performance is compared to classification results using pure x 3D or pure x Gist . Additionally, the Depth-Gist feature vector x DGist and its combination with the standard Gist feature vector, (x DGist , x Gist ), is tested as an alternative combination of features from 2D and 3D data. We also apply a scene classification scheme to our dataset that is based on spatial pyramid matching proposed by Lazebnik et al. [19] . The required dictionary is built on the amplitude images of our training sets with a dictionary size of 100 and 8500-dimensional feature vectors 5 , x SP . The evaluation utilizes the 3D indoor database of rooms presented in Sec. 3. All 2D descriptors are computed on the amplitude image to achieve a fair comparison for the 3D descriptor as the same amount of scene details is considered. Further, to avoid a bias arising from chosen test sequences all presented classification results are averaged over 10 training runs. Within each run a room per class is chosen randomly extracting all frames of the room as test sequence while the frames of the remaining rooms form the training set. For a better comparison of the different features SVM models with an RBF kernel are trained where the kernel's parameters are optimized through a 10-crossvalidation scheme choosing a model with the smallest possible set of support vectors (Occam's razor law). 
, and black → x SP .σ denotes the mean standard deviation of the classification curve.r denotes the mean rejection (rej.) rate. (best viewed in color)
Here, we utilized the SVM light implementation of the support vector machine algorithm [34, 35] . Additionally, the models learnt on the IKEA database are tested for their applicability on Swissranger frames acquired in two real flats.
An important parameter of our system is the number of consecutive frames in ∆t used for determining the current class label through voting. As our sequences are recorded with a camera standing at one or two positions and being moved continuously simulating a robot's head looking around, the possible values could range from one frame to all frames of the sequence. Performing room category decision on one frame is expected to be very fast but vulnerable to noise. The more frames are considered the more stable the classification result should become. There is a trade-off between getting a room type label quickly and reliably. The curves in Fig. 4 show the development of the classification rates if the window size ∆t is enlarged from 1 to 300 frames. As assumed the performance of all features increases if the window gets bigger. Taking a deeper look on all subfigures of Fig. 4 it can be seen that our proposed combination (x 3D , x Gist ) of spatial 3D and Gist features clearly outperforms the other features under all voting and rejection conditions. E.g., the classification rates in Fig. 4 (a) (mean: 0.84, max: 0.94) are higher than the corresponding values of the second best curve (which are 0.71 and 0.79 using combined Depth-Gist and Gist features). The error is reduced by 45 % and 71 %, respectively. This reduction is especially remarkable, because it points out that features needed to be carefully defined on 3D data in order to capture informative spatial structures in a sufficiently generalized way. Here, we are able to show that this can be done with lower dimensional features. Figure 4 shows also the influence of different voting and rejection schemes on the categorization performance. Skipping the winner-takes-all decision on the frame level, Eq. 14, influences the pure Gist based approaches only marginally while classification rates using x 3D are significantly increased from (mean: 0.55, max: 0.60) to (mean: 0.65, max: 0.80). As shown in Fig. 4 (a) the spatial 3D features perform comparable to Gist features, even though the dimensionality of 25 is 20 times smaller than the 512 dimensions of the Gist vectors. Lazebnik's spatial pyramid features, x SP , show the worst performance even though 8500-dimensional feature vectors are defined. The high mean standard deviation value of 0.19 arises from the fact that they work well for one or two classes while they do not work at all for other classes (→ Fig. 5 ).
Rejection of frames when no clear decision can be taken is a reasonable step as some frames will not show meaningful views of a scene. As expected the classification results are improved (compare 4(a) with 4(b) and 4(c) with 4(d)). The influence of rejection is higher on voting scheme V 1×E than on V 2×E . Taking decisions on the frame level leads to clearer decisions on the window level with the drawback of being more vulnerable to noise. In Fig. 5 confusion matrices of the curves in Fig. 4(a) at window size ∆t = 60 are given. Taking into account the frame rate of the camera there is an initial delay of 2 to 6 seconds before the system would deliver class labels or reach its full categorization performance. The confusion matrices of x 3D and x Gist give an impression of their complementary nature. Therefore, fusion of both features leads to improved indoor scene classification capabilities.
To test the generalizability of the room models trained on the entire IKEA database we additionally acquired sequences from rooms (bedroom, eating place, kitchen, and living room) of two real flats, F1 and F2. Per room 300 frames were acquired with the Swissranger positioned at the door opening. The room models are acquired using 3D and Gist features combined with voting scheme V 1×E over a voting window ∆t = 60. Fig. 6 shows pictures of the rooms and the distribution of the resulting class labels using the learnt room models. The continuous red line denotes the ground truth labeling and the black circles mark the classification results. In general, a quite good overall categorization performance of 0.65 and 0.84 is achieved. Especially, the sequences, kit.F1, kit.F2, liv.F1, liv.F2, and eat.F2 are correct recognized nearly over the whole sequence. Only some frames in the middle of kit.F2 are rejected or wrong classified due to the fact that the camera was directed towards the kitchen window which let to a lot of noisy data because of the disturbing effect of the sun light on the ToF measurement principle. This effect is also responsible for the misclassification of the complete eat.F1-sequence. Suppressing this effect is a subject to a technical solution since there already exists a suppression of background illumination for ToF-sensors [36] . Also, an atypical missing or arrangement of furniture, like only a bed in a room or the bed placed in the corner, leads to misclassifications and rejections as happened for bed.F1 and bed.F2. This problem can be tackled by introducing such rooms into the training of the room models.
Finally, we can state that our light-weighted 25-dimensional feature vector, x 3D , encodes enough meaningful information about the structural properties of rooms leading to a remarkable good performance in determining the room type for a given sequence of frames. The small dimensionality of our 3D features recommends this features for the use on robots with limited computing resources and restricted capabilities to acquire thousands of training images.
Complementary information from Gist features x
Gist computed on the corresponding amplitude images further improves the categorization.
Conclusion
In this paper we have shown that feature vectors capturing the 3D geometry of a scene can significantly contribute to solve the problem of indoor scene categorization. We introduce a 3D indoor database and propose a method for defining features on extracted planar surfaces that encode the 3D geometry of the scene. Additionally, we propose voting techniques which allows to fuse single classification results from several consecutive frames and different feature types like, e.g., 3D features and 2D Gist features. In our experiments, we have been able to show that Gist features and 3D features complement one another when combined through voting. The 3D cue leads earlier to better labeling results.
As the fusion of classification results from consecutive frames provide a more stable scene categorization result we plan to investigate the categorization performance on registered 3D point clouds. Such a registered cloud holds a bigger part of the scene which should lead to a more stable classification ability compared to the current situation where the scene classification has to be done on a partial scene view. Also we would like to introduce class hierarchies where on the top level the room types like kitchen are located and on the lower levels subparts of the scenes like "a wall with bookshelves" or "sideboard-like-furniture for placing things on it".
